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By any measure, Babson College is a different and
dramatically better place than it was 10 years ago.
A private, small, freestanding business school,
Babson went from being a modestly known re-
gional college to one that is consistently ranked in
the top tier of business schools for all its programs,
one that achieves number-one status for its entre-
preneurship programs, is often picked as a bench-
mark for curriculum and organizational reforms,
and is far more selective with dramatically better
students. In addition, Babson was the winner of a
1997 Pew Leadership Award for the undergraduate
curriculum and received AAC & U recognition in
2002 for its comprehensive commitment to learn-
ing-centered education. The first class to complete
the new curriculum rated Babson faculty best
among 330 undergraduate programs assessed in
the 2000 Princeton Review. Partly a result of inno-
vation and partly a necessary support component,
a capital campaign exceeded stretch goals by 50%
and quadrupled the endowment—this after the
previous campaign had stalled for an extra 2
years.'

At the heart of the changes are radical curricu-
lum reforms in both the undergraduate and MBA
programs, with unusual integration among busi-
ness subjects and between business and liberal
arts; an undergraduate competence-based curric-
ulum; requirements for international experience,
more field-based work, an emphasis on team
learning and ethical considerations; and other in-
novations. Faculty actually collaborate in and out
of the classroom!

Here, I tell the story of Babson's transformation

My deep appreciation to Karen Ayas, Muller Copen, Mike Fet-
ters, Bill Glavin, Nan Langowitz, and Jack Muller for their con-
structive comments on earlier versions of this article.
' The capital campaign started in 1992 targeted @ $80 million
and raised $123 million in 5 years. Endowment went from
around $30 million to over $120 million (now about S165 million
aiter a run to $220 million}.

and try to identify what can be learned for appli-
cation elsewhere. Significant change is unusual
enough in higher education to make it worth min-
ing successful accomplishments for possible in-
sights that can help others.

WHEN DID CHANGE START?

Instrumental in launching change were a rela-
tively new dean and a new president's initiatives
and leadership, but the seeds had been sown sev-
eral years earlier. Numerous failed attempts to
move the faculty in the interim had created frus-
tration among several faculty reformers waiting to
be tapped.

Despite these frustrations, Babson had not been
asleep in the years before 1989 when Bill Glavin
arrived from his career at Xerox to launch major
changes, and there was a great deal to build on.
The college was among the first to start teaching
entrepreneurship, had run a successful interna-
tional internship program for MBAs since 1979, and
had a following among many prominent interna-
tional families, especially in Latin America. Lo-
cated on 450 beautiful acres in a prime Boston
suburb, the college opened a newly dedicated, res-
idential executive education center with world-
class facilities in 1988. The new center was used
both by Babson and companies wishing to rent it
for their own programs. Babson had a long tradi-
tion of valuing teaching, and a high proportion of
its faculty members were effective in the class-
room. The evening MBA program became the larg-
est in the greater Boston area. The foundation of
liberal arts had been strengthened, and bridges
between the liberal arts and business programs
were under construction.

But its academic programs were stuck with com-
pletely conventional undergraduate and MBA cur-
ricula. In tum, faculty members were dispirited
and cynical about the possibilities of change be-
cause of cumbersome and discouraging gover-
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nance processes, and they were opting, as aca-
demics everywhere often do, to pursue their own
individual goals, sometimes at the expense of the
college's goals. Unnoticed by most, undergraduate
applications were declining, admissions stan-
dards had slipped, and Babson was admitting 70%
of its applicants. Most full-time MBA students were
inexperienced, bringing with them undergraduate
norms, low-to-moderate GMAT scores, and low ca-
reer aspirations. A $25 million capital campaign
had limped to a close; it was extended an extra 2
years to raise the last million dollars. Because
financial management had always been extremely
conservative, the college was not in financial trou-
ble, but there was little investment capital for in-
novation. The college was not well known, except
in small pockets, and alumni were disconnected
and not particularly proud of having attended
Babson.

As vice chairman of Xerox, Bill Glavin was
geared for great aspirations and an intense drive
for success. Although many had advised him about
the glacial pace of change in institutions of higher
education, and he had encountered many tradi-
tionalists in the process of deciding whether to

come to Babson, he was not about to lower his
sights. His service on Wharton's Graduate Board
since 1980 had convinced him of the need for rev-
olutionary change in MBA programs. He saw that
Babson had a strong teaching tradition and a
strong new graduate dean, Tom Moore, and he
believed that there was a possibility of accom-
plishing more change than at any other business
school in the United States.

Despite the collapse of a strategic planning ef-
fort the year before—or perhaps because of it—
soon after Glavin arrived in 1989 he created a stra-
tegic planning process, with eight matrixed groups
(dubbed "Excel teams"), each cochaired by a fac-
ulty member and an administrator. Unstated was
the belief that the faculty chair was needed for
legitimacy, and the administrative person to get
things done. Glavin got considerable advice about
who to appoint as members; the idea was to get
respected faculty members who were likely to be
more amenable to change than most academics.
Alumni, students, and trustees were added to the
teams in an attempt to give them some external
perspective. Three teams focused on the academic
programs; one on the future of management edu-
cation; and four on organizational factors—inter-
nal-external relations, human resource develop-
ment, finances, and physical resources linked to
expected enrollment and staffing. As a faculty
member at the time, I was cochair of the team
addressing "management education in the 21st
century."

I use my own experiences and observations, first
as a faculty member and then as VP for Academic
Affairs, as the core data for this article, but, to
balance my own biases I have used e-mails and
other memos, Babson documents, observations
from key players, and the comments, ratings, and
feedback from independent outsiders such as Busi-
ness Week, U.S. News, two accreditation teams,
and the Pew Foundation. As an academic I have
written about change and leadership and con-
sulted to many organizations on these topics, so
that I bring to the case study a conceptual perspec-
tive that is more than that of an invested partici-
pant. I try here to include sufficient detail for the
reader to make independent judgments about
the fairness of the description and the accuracy of
the analysis. I cannot hide my pride in what was
accomplished, but I am committed to maximum
learning from our actions—including those that
were mistakes. Because I was responsible for and
most involved in the academic reforms, my focus is
on those, but I do not believe that they could have
been accomplished without many of the accompa-
nying changes in other parts of Babson, also noted
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here to provide context. As a member of the presi-
dent's "cabinet," I was a participant in all aspects
of the college—my colleagues would say a rather
active and noisy one—^so I also speak from per-
sonal experience even when I was not the formal
leader. Let the reader beware.

A FORMULA FOR CHANGE

Management consultant David Gleicher devised a
formula for change that with modifications I have
found to be useful for thinking about the elements
of planned change. The formula as I use it is as
follows:

C = f(D X V X P X S) > Co

In English the formula says that Change occurs
when the product of Dissatisfaction with the status
quo, multiplied by a Vision of the future, multiplied
by understood and agreed Pathways and Proce-
dures to accomplish the change, multiplied by
Support from key players, is greater than the Cost
of change. The nature of the formula, with four
conditions multiplied times each other, is meant to
signify that if any one of the terms is zero, the
product will be zero and change will not occur. For
example, if there is no dissatisfaction, then even a
great and inspiring vision will not move people, or
without the right support, a wonderful plan to ad-
dress deep dissatisfaction will not succeed. I find
the formula helpful in organizing the complex data
that surrounds organizational realities, and in re-
minding anyone attempting major change to pay
attention to all of the needed elements.

DISSATISFACTION

Dissatisfaction with the status quo actually works
in a curvilinear fashion; the greatest readiness to
change occurs with moderate dissatisfaction.
Those who are not at all dissatisfied—rather fat
and happy—see no need for change. But those who
are too deeply dissatisfied often get paralyzed,
repeatedly trying the same strategies and dissolv-
ing in frustration. This observation derives from
learning theory, which says that readiness to learn
is greatest when there is moderate anxiety.^ Readi-
ness to learn and readiness to change are two
faces of the same phenomenon.

An important implication of this concept is that
those leading change should diagnose the degree
of satisfaction of key stakeholders and try to move

^ See D. C. Basil and C. W. Cook, The Management oi Change.
NY, McGraw-Hill, i974.

each into the zone of moderate dissatisfaction. In
some cases this will mean attempting to reduce
anxiety, in others, increasing anxiety or dissatis-
faction is called for. This strategy is counterintui-
tive for many managers, but is critical in university
settings, where the tendency is for faculty mem-
bers to be uncomfortable only about personal
working conditions, but comfortable with a frag-
mented curriculum that springs from faculty in-
terests rather than student needs. Curriculum
fragmentation allows for maximum personal
autonomy and sustained specialization.

When the strategic planning process launched
by Bill Glavin started, many at Babson were quite
content with its being a reasonably good and
pleasant place to work, but essentially a local
competitor. Faculty leaders had been at Babson for
many years, liked their lives, and were inwardly
focused. Administrators and staff were even more
parochial, reveling in a familylike atmosphere that
allowed for doing things as they had always been
done. Glavin did not make demands on the aca-
demics openly, because he knew that coming from
industry made his credentials suspect, but he
pushed very hard on administrators, raising the
bar at once. He became notorious for his demands
for professional behavior and high standards,
which made him appear to be extremely "hands
on." In one wonderful incident, he demanded that
the color of napkins at an upcoming public event
be changed, because he thought what had been
chosen was symbolic of low self-image and ama-
teurish standards. (Years later he joked about this,
saying that he was happy to have the events staff
make all the decisions once they understood what
he expected, but at the time, his reputation spread
like wildfire, as did panic in those being scorched.)

The four academic strategy teams worked with
different degrees of creativity. The undergraduate
program team bogged down in the old politics and
made proposals that would not have created any
fundamental change. The executive education
team correctly focused on the need to gain greater
visibility and market clout, but much of that was
dependent on the college's overall reputation. The
management education in the 21st century team
argued that the needs of businesses to be increas-
ingly "fast, flexible and focused" applied to Bab-
son, and that dramatic changes were called for.
The MBA team, co-led by Tom Moore, the dean
brought in to make change, came back with the
most dramatic call for transformation. It argued
that without a major change in educational ap-
proach, a new building, and other major expendi-
tures, the full-time program would probably have
to close. As appealing as the analysis was, it
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called for a bet-the-coUege level of investment,
making everyone intrigued but nervous.

As the discussions proceeded, all four academic
teams commented that unless we also changed the
governance system and the way decisions were
made, going further was pointless. The many at-
tempts to make fundamental changes over the past
several years had almost always ended either in
deadlock or blocked by the traditionalists. Faculty
participants in the planning process did not want
to invest in new ideas they feared might never be
implemented.

Glavin, aware of the dynamics and more inter-
ested in academic reform than most faculty real-
ized, quickly picked up on this idea and formed a
ninth Excel team to make recommendations about
governance. Chaired by the outgoing VP of Aca-
demic Affairs, plus five faculty members including
me, Glavin personally participated. He spoke
forcefully only once—when the idea emerged to
radically decentralize academic decision making
by fully empowering small elected decision-
making bodies (DMBs) for each program, and one
traditionalist faculty participant began to argue
that all important decisions should be brought to
the whole faculty for approval. Rising up in his
chair—a long rise, since he is over 6'6"—Glavin
thundered: "Why would anyone want to serve on a
decentralized program team if the rest of the fac-
ulty could just overturn their work? Why would a
good person want to waste time on such a group if
it couldn't make decisions?"

This helped turn the discussion, and although a
"fail-safe" mechanism was created to allow seri-
ous dissenters to bring controversial program de-
cisions to the full faculty floor, the governance was
constructed to put the burden of proof on dissent-
ers, not on proponents of new ideas. Such dissent-
ers from DMB decisions would have to write a
position paper to the faculty, which would vote
first on whether to even discuss the issue as a
whole. With strong support from the governance
team, the president, and all the other participants
in the planning process—and some deliberately
ambiguous language about the role of the full fac-
ulty—the new governance system was passed by
the faculty. Everyone knew that the old system had
been the kiss of death to most innovation, many
remembered the aggravating attempts a few years
before to collectively edit "policies and proce-
dures" with 100 faculty members calling out
"friendly amendments and suggestions," and the
work of the strategic planning teams had raised
consciousness about the dangers of remaining fro-
zen. The existing dissatisfaction was great enough

to allow adoption of a system that promised the
possibility of movement.

The MBA DMB subsequently passed the new,
radically integrated MBA curriculum without ever
bringing it to the full faculty for a vote. Ironically,
had it been put to the full faculty, it definitely
would have passed, because the amount of home-
work, lobbying, open hearings, and minor modifi-
cations that had taken place left only a small mi-
nority of faculty members opposed to the final
product. But in the old system, the ideas would
almost certainly not have come forward, because
the faculty involved would have been so certain
that radical ideas would be defeated.

In the academic year following the strategic
planning process, the new MBA DMB came to me,
the new and supposedly temporary VP of Aca-
demic Affairs, and said, "We have two alternative
ideas for changing the curriculum. One is radically
innovative, integrative, and entrepreneurial, but
very expensive. The other is okay but more modest,
and would not be too expensive to implement. Can
you guarantee the money will be available for the
more extreme idea?" At that point, I had no mas-
tery of the budget situation, and knew that invest-
ment capital was limited. But the radical idea was
a version of what I had dreamt of, so I replied, "I
don't know whether we will have the money, but I
am certain that the only hope for getting it is to
have a powerful set of ideas that will attract funds.
A 'me-too' curriculum has no hope. Go for it; we'll
find the money somewhere." I knew that Bill
Glavin also believed in radical change and would
work on finding funds.

Led by Dean Tom Moore, the DMB persevered
and created an extremely innovative, integrated
curriculum. Moore calculated that its delivery
would cost about 75% more for the first year than
the existing curriculum and made plans for cover-
ing the cost by tuition increases, accepting more
evening MBA students, and trying to find outside
support. Within 2 years (and as part of an ambi-
tious new capital campaign) the F. W. Olin Foun-
dation agreed to donate a graduate building with
a naming gift of $15 million, and later, as they got
to know Babson and the unusual nature of the new
curriculum better, offered also to fund the new
MBA program with another $15 million. This was
the foundation's first time to give building money
to support graduate education as well as the first
time to give anything but buildings. This gift not
only enabled many of the planned changes, but
also provided solid evidence to the Babson com-
munity that innovation paid.

During that first year, the need for raising dis-
satisfaction was great, because there were many
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who thought Babson's being "good enough" was
good enough. To try to raise anxiety about the state
of the college, I used my time at faculty meetings to
present competitive information, the trends of
business schools, our weak application picture,
and anything else that might build a sense of ur-
gency.

During ihat first year, the need for
raising dissatisfaction was great,
because there were many who thought
Babson's being "good enough" was
good enough.

The undergraduate program reforms proceeded
much more slowly, but were finally unblocked at a
retreat supported by a large financial services
company. The New England, through the Total
Quality Forum. Participants included 43 faculty
members, deans, recruiters, alumni, trustees, a few
students, and a high school principal.

The presence of these stakeholders brought the
relevant elements of the outside world into the
college. The impact was stunning. An employer
survey showed that in some areas, Babson gradu-
ates were perceived as less qualified and ready to
work than graduates of business schools we con-
sidered our inferiors. The recruiter panel con-
firmed this. The student participants were articu-
late critics of the rigidity of the existing curriculum.
The clincher was a letter from the wife of a faculty
member who had hired three Babson grads for her
consulting business and had found each sadly
lacking in communication and other skills. Faculty
dissatisfaction was dramatically raised, causing a
new readiness to explore alternatives. Although
the entire undergraduate curriculum restructuring
process took 3 years (and required yet another new
dean) to bring to fruition, the increase in dissatis-
faction had plowed the soil.

High dissatisfaction, so necessary to provide the
impetus for serious changes, was not a uniform
blessing, however. As discussions about curricu-
lum change progressed, a deep split developed
between those faculty who did not like the direc-
tion in which the discussions were going, espe-
cially as it related to full integration, and those
who were afraid that reform efforts would be sty-
mied yet again. Both groups were dissatisfied, but
for opposite reasons. Because members of each
group tended to talk most with colleagues who
held similar views, both groups were certain that
the other was a small minority that should be ig-
nored (or perhaps more accurately, squashed).

Furthermore, the anxiety created by the pro-
found changes and the many not yet fully explored
consequences (career tracks, time for research, lo-
cus of decision making, etc.) was at times paralyz-
ing and a source of rumors. The college had so
much in motion on so many fronts that many peo-
ple were overwhelmed. Adjusting to curriculum
reform was difficult enough, but in addition to that
the governance had changed and was being test-
ed; Total Quality was being adopted; a re-engi-
neering project designed to save over $1 million to
be used for the academic area was introduced;
many administrative personnel were leaving vol-
untarily or otherwise; and many new faculty mem-
bers were being recruited. The faculty reactions
were intense, characterized by deep suspicion
when, for example, a popular, hard-working but
resistant-to-change administrator who was quietly
encouraged to leave, insisted that no announce-
ment be made of her departure, and then just "dis-
appeared." Rumors about unreasonable and inhu-
mane cuts spread, paranoia was rampant, and
even sympathetic faculty members were reporting
deep mistrust and concern among their col-
leagues.

As a consequence, there were times when it was
necessary to act to reduce anxiety, despite the fact
that dissatisfaction had helped launch the desired
changes. For example, there was so much going on
that only a few people had a sense of how it all fit
together. The lack of comprehensive information
and understanding was counterproductive. Seek-
ing some way to show everyone how all the efforts
were aligned, I gave a presentation using a one-
page diagram showing the links among all inno-
vations and projects and their connection to the
(also newly defined) mission. There was little overt
reaction to the presentation, but in my view, there
was the equivalent of a collective sigh of relief,
and things calmed down for several months. Infor-
mation reduced anxiety, as it usually does during
change.

Information reduced anxiety, as it
usually does during change.

In general two approaches increase dissatisfac-
tion: (1) show the gap between the present and
some desired state, or (2) paint a picture of an ideal
state that is sufficiently attractive to make the fu-
ture exciting and the present seem inadequate.
Much of the effort at Babson to increase dissatis-
faction was directed at problems with our existing
conditions, but we also tried to create an exciting
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vision of the kind of education that might be pos-
sible. Because ultimately vision is the property of
the faculty, it is difficult to articulate a vision that
is both inspiring, but sufficiently open-ended
enough to allow faculty participants to put their
stamp on it and eventually feel full ownership.

THE NEED FOR AND USES OF VISION

In an academic setting, vision is problematic, in
part because of the collective ownership by the
faculty of curriculum matters. No leader can im-
pose a vision on the faculty, and anyone perceived
as trying to impose fundamental changes raises
intense opposition. Yet faculty members complain
about administrators who have no vision, who are
just "bureaucrats" or "bean counters." This sug-
gests that faculty members want to be led (lightly)
but not managed. An administrator who can artic-
ulate the elements of a new program at the right
level of abstraction, with a sense of higher pur-
pose, but not imply that he or she has the answers
or details, can earn respect and help launch the
change process. On the other hand, the picture
must be complete enough to be understandable
and vivid enough to allow people to see how they
might fit in and connect to it.

This suggests that faculty members want
to be led (lightly) but not managed.

I have seen change efforts fail because the vi-
sion was so specific to the leader's concerns that
others felt no connection to it. a condition familiar
to academics. In fact, passionate advocacy of a
very different vision is usually enough to raise
opposition from many faculty members on general
principle. No one in authority can be so easily
trusted. But at the other extreme, change efforts
have failed because the vision was so vague that
no one could figure out exactly what to do differ-
ently. Even those sympathetic to a change could
not implement the vision because they had no
clear model of the alternatives.

As a result of the strategic planning process,
Babson's cabinet created and adopted a vision or
mission statement that was extremely ambitious:

Babson College is committed to being an in-
ternational leader in management education.
The college focuses on educating innovative
leaders capable of initiating, managing, and
implementing change.

(A few years later, the phrase, "using quality prin-
ciples" was added to begin the second sentence.)
Unfortunately, the process for gaining reactions,
clarifying the model, and eventually achieving un-
derstanding and acceptance by the community
was not well developed. Deans and department
chairs had contributed, as had some 30-40 faculty
members involved in the strategic planning, but
there was little wider participation, and by the
time the concept was formally adopted and put
into a final statement almost a year later, many
had forgotten about it. The roll-out was erratic at
best.

Not every vision can move people; to have a
chance of working, the vision articulated and
pushed in an academic institution must align suf-
ficiently with the personal aspirations of a critical
mass of important faculty members, or it will be
ignored, if not derided. Only when a number of
respected faculty embrace and then modify the
vision will it become acceptable and a force for
change. And it is worth mentioning that any sig-
nificant change will pull opponents from the wood-
work, some of whom will make their disagreement
personal as they see the implications of how their
own lives will change. I have written elsewhere
that seeking approval and liking as an academic
administrator is "looking for love in all the wrong
places,"^ and the penalty is multiplied if dramatic
changes are part of the administrator's agenda. It
is tempting to back off when the criticism gets hot
and heavy; believing in a powerful vision may be
the cause of the opposition, but it is also the anti-
dote to it, making the personal pain worth bearing.

Not every vision can move people; fo
have a chance of working, the vision
articulated and pushed in an academic
institution must align sufficiently with
the personal aspirations of a critical
mass of important faculty members, or
it will be ignored, if not derided.

^ See Allan R. Cohen, "On Becoming an Administrator," in The
Rhythms oi Academic Liie. eds. Peter Frost and Susan Taylor,
Sage, 1996. Ironically, in recent weeks, 5 years after my return-
Ing to the faculty, several faculty members have spontaneously
mentioned that they now realize I had actually had some
method to my madness, and were appreciative of what I had
done. Not exactly the timely feedback we teach managers to
give!
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SUPPORT

In the case of Babson's changes, there were many
stakeholders at many levels. Not only was the sup-
port of a critical mass of faculty needed, but also of
key administrators, trustees, alumni, employers,
and current and prospective students. The press
was anotber critical stakebolder, as ratings and
otber forms of recognition are increasingly impor-
tant in attracting good students (and new faculty).

Because tbe MBA reforms were the first to be
implemented, it is instructive to see how support
was mobilized. Dean Tom Moore's leadership was
critical. Brougbf in with a mandate to achieve
change, be began a long process of identifying
those faculty members who migbt be sympathetic
to the kinds of changes likely to be necessary to
make the MBA viable. He began to build a commu-
nity of interest among them, making changes fbat
did not require full faculty approval. For example,
within a few months affer joining Babson, Moore
decided that the MBA program needed a mucb
better orientation than was being given, one wbicb
would appropriately shape student expectations.
He learned wbo migbt agree, and recruited them to
immediately starf doing the new orientation. No
wider permission was needed. By sucb means he
was building a cadre of supporters who would
become the drivers of the new curriculum when the
strategic planning process and new governance
system made it more legitimate to have a small
group take tbe lead.

Dean Moore worked hard to get the supporters
into positions where they could drive the reforms;
he persuaded the deans and department cbairs to
nominate faculty for his new graduate decision-
making body wbo were simpatico, yet sufficiently
respected to not be written off by the rest of the
faculty. And he drafted others to be part of task
forces working on the curriculum.

Influence Techniques

In Influence Without Authority, David Bradford and
I developed a model for influence tbat wasn't in-
vented for tbe academic world, but fits particularly
well there.'' An extension of exchange theory, the
model is built on the law of reciprocity, wbich says
that all people operate on the belief tbat tbey
should be governed by rough equality of obliga-
tions in social relationships. In short, everyone ex-
pects to be paid back. This social science observa-
tion can be utilized in organizational life, by

•* See Allan R. Cohen and David L. Bradford, Iniluence Without
Authonty, Wiley, 1990.

determining wbat otbers value, tben trying to give
tbem what they value in return for what is desired.
That allows botb parties to get tbeir work done. We
use the shortband language of "currencies" to as-
sess wbat each party values and how much of each
currency is needed to create fair exchanges. Cur-
rencies can be hard goods, sucb as budgets or
time, or soft goods, sucb as appreciation or respect.
The categories we defined are vision-based, task-
based, position-based, relationsbip-based and
personal-based currencies. Some of the common
currencies we see in academic life are status, ap-
preciation, acceptance, respect, excellence, trans-
formation of students, and reputation. Effective ad-
ministrators like Tom Moore sense what currencies
key faculty stakeholders like to trade in and find
ways to "pay" or frame arguments in those curren-
cies to get cooperation.

Effective administrators like Tom Moore
sense what currencies key faculty
stakeholders like to trade in and find
ways to "pay" or frame arguments in
(hose currencies (o get cooperation.

Problems did arise, however, from tbe sense of
having an in-group and an out-group. Tbe in-group
reformers reinforced one another, and thereby in-
advertently made tbe resisters even more resis-
tant. Many peace-making efforts have reduced the
wounds, but some hard feelings and latent oppo-
sition remain.

Loading for Success

Change is sufficiently hard to implement tbat it is
generally good strategy to figure out bow to en-
bance the likelihood of early efforts working.
Tbose wbo are driving change ought to look for
chunkable projects—reasonably self-contained
tbough consistent witb tbe desired direction—that
are affordable, can be staffed with sympathetic
and competent people, and have a good chance of
demonstrating tbat the desired changes are in tbe
right direction.

In hindsight, the sequence at Babson acciden-
tally followed that notion, altbougb it certainly
didn't look that way at the time. Tbe proposed MBA
cbanges were radical and expensive, requiring
major shifts in behavior. In tbe first year of the
program, faculty would no longer bave separate
functional courses; instead, they would teacb in
integrated modules, give common exams, super-
vise two consulting projects witb mentor compa-
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nies, and teach only what every manager had to
know rather tban everything in tbeir discipline.
Because tbe first-year program could be designed
and delivered by a comparatively small group of
faculty members, many other faculty were willing
to allow tbe changes to go forward as it was still
possible for them to envision continuing with their
existing patterns in other parts of tbe MBA pro-
gram, tbe evening MBA or tbe undergraduate pro-
gram. Only some 20 faculty out of approximately
110 would be involved in delivering the revised
first year of the full-time MBA program.

Furthermore, we bad a successful experience
with integration in fhe summer of tbe 1-year MBA
program, led by a group of faculty wbo already
delivered relatively integrated executive educa-
tion programs; tbis provided a core of people who
were very close to businesses and tbeir problems,
ratber tban narrowly discipline oriented. Tbere
were many more positive elements in place tban
we realized, making wbat we had thought of as
extremely difficult to implement more achievable
than it appeared, once there was license to make
changes.

Part of tbe reason to load for success is to be able
to demonstrate wbat is possible, and to find small
victories to celebrate. Even tbough we bad tackled
a big, complex, and dramatic cbange, it turned out
to be manageable in a fairly short time. Wbat
wasn't anticipated was the amazing early success
and visibility from tbe changes. Capped by tbe
Olin foundation's $30 million gift, tbe new program
was held up as a model internally and externally.
As a result, a number of faculty members whose
teaching responsibilities were more focused in the
undergraduate program began to feel a certain
amount of envy and wanted to get in on tbe action.
That eventually made it more possible to overcome
tbe embedded resistance to major undergraduate
curriculum changes.

PATHWAYS AND PROCEDURES

Just making a good change plan is never enough.
Many outstanding change efforts founder in fbe
process of implementation, because tbe mecha-
nisms needed for institutionalization are never put
in place.

Tbe radical new MBA curriculum, for example,
required massive cbanges in many separate de-
partments to long-standing ways of doing busi-
ness. For example, the semesters were extended,
requiring early opening of graduate housing. That
meanf rooms had to be cleaned earlier, and
pbones ordered at a different time. Classrooms
had to be ready, and entirely different materials

were needed to support integrated teaching. Be-
cause many of the materials were being developed
as the program was moving forward, the usual
ways of ordering texts and case packets were al-
tered. A totally different form of syllabus was
needed, classroom assignments were unusual,
and technological support was required in differ-
ent patterns witb different lead times. Almost
every part of the college was affected, but tbe
traditional, somewhat stove-piped departmental
organization made it extremely difficult to get the
requisite focus and coordinated cbanges.

A special implementation task force identified
over 250 changes that would have to be made to
launch the first class, including everything from
new admissions materials and procedures to new
advising methods to new schedules for buildings
and grounds, tbe library, and so on. Tbe new pro-
cess made it possible to successfully launch an
incredibly complicated program witb relatively
few glitcbes, altbough some major tasks were still
overlooked, such as re-doing tbe second-year elec-
tives to articulate witb the first-year changes.

The Academic VP's Team: Deans and Chairs

Wben I started serving as tbe academic VP, for
many reasons including my deep belief that no one
person could possibly have the information and
wisdom to make tbe many needed decisions, I set
out to build a team tbat would act as if they owned
tbe college, ratber tban, as in tbe past, as a gang of
snipers wbo only said wbat they really thought
outside of meetings (and outside of the VP's ear-
sbot).

Team building is one of my professional areas,
and as a consultant and autbor I bave made what
others consider valuable contributions to numer-
ous organizations. But leading this team proved to
be more difficult and take far longer than I bad
anticipated. Almost none of the eight department
chairs bad any aspirations to manage others, es-
pecially their faculty colleagues. They had agreed
to become chairs because tbe position carried a
reduced teaching load, a 10% salary addition, and
some modest external prestige from the title,
which suggested that tbey bad the respect of
their colleagues. Significant issues or proposed
changes that might arouse faculty opposition were
treated like red hot potatoes. Tbose chairs whose
areas had differing views of the academic world
bad little trust for me and what I might be up to,
and even some of the people wbo I bad worked
well with as a colleague were automatically sus-
picious of me—or anyone—in the VP role. And the
deans were not automatic supporters eitber. I was
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a faculty member who bad suddenly become tbeir
boss, and the usual testing was required. The first
time I didn't just bend to the group's desire to avoid
an issue and insisted that we address it, one of the
deans I knew well jabbed, "Hey, I thought you were
supposed to know something about group pro-
cess!"

It probably took 3 years to build tbe semblance of
a team that took collective responsibility for the
academic enterprise; over the years that collective
feeling came and went with cbanges in member-
ship, difficulty of issues to resolve, and my ability
to find time to focus on helping tbe group work.
One key turning point came wben Tom Moore ex-
ploded at me in a meeting over what he thought I
was saying about an issue on which I thought he
and I had already agreed. {He misunderstood my
poorly expressed representation of tbe president's
position on this issue, tapping Tom's latent feel-
ings about arbitrary authority.) We worked out an
agreement about how to investigate tbe issue, and
afterward, I wrote a long e-mail to tbe group, say-
ing that at last we were beginning to get the kind
of honest and spirited discussion needed to do
justice to the issues we faced.^ Ironically, as I was
sending the note, I received an apology from Tom,
who wasn't sure if be had crossed tbe line in chal-
lenging bis boss and wanted to smooth things
over. Tbat crossing of messages provided both of
us with a good laugh and made our relationship
much better. And it helped incb the whole group
forward.

It is worth mentioning that my leadership style
and preferences were a big part of the progress
and failings of tbe group. My very bigh tolerance
for ambiguity, my belief that on many issues spir-
ited discussion serves to raise consciousness and
advance tbe change agenda but does not require
immediate resolution, my preference ior seldom
insisting on particular solutions wbile insisting
that some solution be devised, and my relatively
weak attention to detail and control, all bad an
impact. I believed that the major changes we were
undergoing were countercultural and required
time to be digested. Many of tbe members pre-
ferred less debate and more closure, altbough
some were content to let tbe group discuss any-
thing as long as no action was forced as a conse-
quence. On tbe otber hand, over time, the meetings
were more open than they had been, and occasion-
ally members took on leadership too, which was
my goal. Without tbe group acting somewhat re-

^ This incident and the e-mail are in "On Becoming an Admin-
istrator," in The Rhythms af Academic Life.

sponsibly, and a lot of skilled management belp
from the associate VP, very little of what was even-
tually accomplished in our programs could have
been achieved.

Massive cbanges in teaching requirements
raised many questions about wbat is expected of
faculty, how tbey will be hired, judged, tenured,
promoted, and rewarded. For several years tbere
had been efforts to rewrite tbe rules for tenure and
promotion to be fully consistent witb tbe actual
practices at Babson. Although in fact teaching has
always been valued highly, and good teaching is a
requirement for tenure, tbere is always anxiety
about whetber some secret research university
standard of publication will be the real determi-
nant. The curriculum reforms were a spur to get the
language consistent with practice, and tbe guide-
lines were revised.

Teaching well was called a "tbreshold" criterion,
with no allowance for trading off research profi-
ciency against it. Then scholarship and profes-
sional development (including consulting) were to
be judged by the criterion of "intellectual vitality."
Is tbe faculty member engaged in his or her field
and generating periodic products that can be
judged by otbers? Tbe kinds of products can be
standard refereed research articles, but also can
be teaching materials, writing about teaching, ar-
ticles written to managers, textbooks, and any-
thing else that is of bigh quality. No written docu-
ment can eliminate junior faculty anxiety, but the
practice and written document were made consis-
tent, and subsequent decisions have demonstrated
that investment in developing new courses and
doing integrated teaching are indeed helps toward
tenure, not hindrances as many feared.

Many otber practices were revised or extended,
including hiring criteria that included "collabora-
tive ability," far more bonest annual evaluations,
more differentiated pay policies, awarding of term
chairs to junior faculty, and so forth. Alignment
eventually becomes important in supporting
change.

Faculty Meetings

Another far less successful set of cbanges had to
do witb faculty meetings. With decentralized pro-
gram decision making bodies (DMBs), the meet-
ings of the entire faculty, never very satisfactory,
were supposed to have a new function. The idea
was to use these for discussing large issues that
touched everyone, such as teaching skills, evalua-
tion, faculty development, and so on. The old meet-
ings bad seldom accomplisbed mucb, partly be-
cause it wasn't easy for more tban 100 people to
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have meaningful discussion and do creative work,
and partly because the meetings were inevitably
dominated by a handful of very active, senior fac-
ulty who sounded as if they represented typical
sentiments whether that happened to be true on
any issue. The move to decentralize decision mak-
ing was a reaction to these paralyzing processes.

As the person in charge of running the entire-
faculty meetings, I wanted to introduce variety. We
tried break-out groups, buzz groups, brainstorm-
ing, and open-ended discussion to advise DMBs,
but nothing caught on. In addition, as the level of
college innovation increased, complexity multi-
plied, and the number of faculty members grew
from 100 to 153, many who spoke at meetings were
not well informed about issues. Because my role
was at the center of the academic action, I often
knew things that others didn't, and it became
harder for me to restrict myself to moderating the
meetings without providing missing information.
Between faculty concerns for process and my in-
creasing need to set the record straight, I was seen
as (and felt) too much of an advocate. Furthermore,
there was little consensus about what faculty
meetings were for, making any topic annoying to
some subset of the whole. Many people voted with
their feet and stopped coming to the meetings,
while others became increasingly vocal about
their unhappiness.

The faculty decided to try having a faculty
agenda committee, so that faculty would own the
agenda. But they too did not have consensus about
the purpose of meetings, and didn't want to push
their own agenda. Finally, in what some people
thought was a coup that would put me in my place,
the faculty decided to elect a moderator for the
meetings instead of having them run by the aca-
demic VP. I saw it differently; the large meetings
did not seem to me to be a good place to conduct
business, and with the faculty agenda committee
trying to make the meetings be what they thought
the faculty wanted them to be, it was highly unsat-
isfying to be moderating. I encouraged the elec-
tion, surprising some people, and allowed the
meetings to flounder. As an administrator I did not
think it appropriate to be the one to propose that
we have fewer entire-faculty meetings, but I would
not be surprised if that happens in the future.

Upward Feedback

Because oi the strong reactions from faculty to
many of the changes that were being discussed or
implemented and my own beliefs about the value
of feedback, I initiated an upward feedback pro-
cess about the chairs, deans, and me. Faculty anx-

iety and mistrust fluctuated dramatically, and I
thought it necessary to give voice to the concerns.
For about 3 years I did an annual feedback process
and tried to use the results to modify behavior.

In the first couple of years, I got very mixed
reviews. Although there were many positive re-
sponses, a few disgruntled people said that the
president should fire me at once or sooner, and at
least one person interpreted my enthusiasm for
radical reform as meaning that "people who dis-
agree are accused of not being good team play-
ers." A significant number complained that I did
not listen well. Because I thought that I was good
at tuning in to what people felt and said, this was
not easy to take. But I came to see that the speed
with which I responded to people, my tendency to
anticipate the end of sentences, and my deeply felt
need to use every opportunity to advance the
change agenda (by "teaching" about what was
important—to me), all contributed to the percep-
tion. I worked hard at this, with modest success. I
tried to tune in to what was important to individual
faculty as well as groups and spent considerable
time acting as a switchboard to link faculty mem-
bers when I found that they had overlapping inter-
ests or expertise but didn't know one another (or
some outside resource) well.

I don't think I ever found an irreversible organiza-
tional ratchet, but I stopped worrying when the an-
nual faculty self-evaluations 2 years in a row were
filled with ideas and suggestions of how to make all
of the integrated programs work better, rather than
whether to continue. A great deal remains to be done
to finish the undergraduate reforms, such as working
through the expected competencies in all areas and
implementing a full assessment system, but we are
now working downhill rather than imitating Si-
syphus in a never-ending climb. The delicate flowers
of change had rooted.

The delicate flowers of change had
rooted.

COSTS OF CHANGE

Babson is a better-known and better-financed col-
lege than it was 10 years ago, offering a much
better educational experience for undergraduates,
graduate students, and executives. It is still one of
the few business schools that has truly integrated
its subject matter, has placed student learning at
the center of its existence, and has faculty who
work together and are closely connected to prac-
tice. It has changed tiers, now competing with the
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best business schools in the world. The benefits of
the changes have been greater than the costs, but
the costs are not insignificant and must be ac-
knowledged.

First, (and probably second and third too), the
intensity and pace of faculty life has accelerated
dramatically. Faculty members are working very
long hours, some literally to the point of exhaus-
tion. By far the biggest concern of faculty is that
they may lose the opportunity to renew themselves
and continue to create intellectual capital. Bab-
son's teaching load is very heavy compared to the
well-known schools that have faculty spending 40-
70% of their time on research. Without doctoral
programs and doctoral students, the support for
and stimulation for research is less than most
would like it to be.

Faculty members complain loud and long about
all the work, although there is some evidence that
most appreciate what it means to be at Babson. In
a benchmarking survey of 71 colleges, Babson fac-
ulty were most positive overall, felt best about
their colleagues, and were more positive than most
places on most dimensions.^ Outstanding faculty
candidates are now seeking us out, intrigued by
our growing reputation for being an innovative
and exciting place. Nevertheless, a few very good
young faculty members have left for the greener
pastures of places with (much) lower teaching
loads and more emphasis on research, which is
costly in terms of the socialization process and the
effort and money it takes to replace them and their
visible track records.

The hard work is not limited to faculty. The work
pace for administrators and staff is amazingly in-
tense, and it required a major cultural change to
create the workaholics that now inhabit Babson. It
used to be a comfortable place to work, with mod-
est salaries and expectations to match, and now it
is exciting, demanding, and very absorbing. The
world of work outside universities has become fre-
netic, so there may be no escape, but creating
exhaustion could be a problem. It took me 6 months
of sabbatical following 7 years of 80-90 hour weeks
to realize just how tired I was. (The long hours I
kept as a faculty member before that felt different,
at least in part because I could decide which 70-80
hours to work, and what to work on.)

Another cost of the changes was the vast in-
crease in fear among many employees, when they
weren't certain that all the effort would pay off, and
they believed the rumors about losing their jobs in
droves, although that never happened. A number

' The survey was the EBl faculty survey.

of senior faculty members decided that retirement
looked better than it had, as the performance pres-
sure had increased and the comfort of the old Bab-
son was gone.

The dramatic swings in faculty mood, with some
periods of great anxiety, are another kind of cost,
both for those experiencing the feelings, and for
those who become the targets of it. If I were less
self-confident, less aware of inevitable reactions to
change, or more tied to an administrative career,
the rabid anger toward or fear of me that occasion-
ally surfaced would have been hard to take. I made
plenty of mistakes, but few of them were as bad as
the imagined disasters attributed to me at times,
and I can say with a straight face that none of them
were intended to hurt people.

I did hurt some people, most notably a colleague
who was the inadvertent victim of my inattention
and faulty assessment due to overload, followed
by a particularly awkward public stumble that I
wish I could repair, but the combination was too
painful to him, leaving a badly botched relation-
ship. And having to remove administrators who
could not do the job we asked of them was cer-
tainly painful to them as well as to me. Had we not
been so ambitious in our aspirations, they would
have done fine. But no change will be right for
everyone, and in the long run, those who do not fit
will be better off in a place more suited to them.

A final cost has to do with literal financial costs.
There is a geometric cost to rising aspirations. The
better the college does, the greater its reputation,
the more it costs to sustain effort. Required funds
for faculty salaries, research, scholarships, build-
ings, publicity, and everything else accelerate dra-
matically. The more money we raise, the more we
need. The good news is that the better we do, the
more people want to invest in the college, but
needs seem to stay ahead of availability.

CONCLUSIONS

Making significant change in academic institu-
tions has never been easy. The traditions and
structures of academia work against rapid change.
There are too many stakeholders who can block
change, and almost no one who can legitimately
drive it. Yet the experience of Babson suggests that
change isn't impossible.

Bringing the outside world inside is a potent
driver of readiness, as pressure from students has
been in other eras such as the 1960s. Using the
discontent from that process, it is possible to for-
mulate a vision that moves many people and in-
spires the willingness to invest themselves in do-
ing what the organization needs, not just what they
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find most comfortable. For all their cynicism and
desire for autonomy, faculty members are idealists
who want to believe in education, and if given the
chance to create extraordinary education, many
will join. If critical mass can be attained, experi-
ments can be devised that demonstrate what is
possible.

For all their cynicism and desire for
autonomy, faculty members are idealists
who want to believe in education, and if
given the chance to create extraordinary
education, many will join.

To sustain change, however, the organizational
system needs to be aligned with the vision. At
Babson. governance structure, rewards, evalua-
tion, hiring, meeting arrangements, fund alloca-
tion, and leadership vehicles all had to change to

support the radical curriculum reforms. The people
at the top had to walk a fine line between initiative
and response, setting broad targets and allowing a
great deal to bubble up from below. Organizations
too often founder because leaders drive things
when they should be waiting, or hold back when
they should be taking initiative and insisting on
response. We were able to work in a sufficiently
teamlike, complementary way, to find the balance
needed to lead change.

A change formula can point to areas that need
attention or action, but there is still more art than
science to implementing transformational change.
If it takes a village to raise a child, it takes a small
army to make significant change, as well as a
great deal of luck. I am grateful to the army of
people at Babson who made it possible to move the
mountain, and hope that readers will get ideas
that help them find ways to lead change in their
own settings.

A Babson faculty member since 1982, Allan R. Cohen (DBA, Harvard Business School) was VP
Academic Aflairs irom 1990-1997. He is currently enjoying faculty life as fhe Edward A.
Madden Distinguished Professor of Global Leadership and Director of Corporate Entrepre-
neurship. He continues research on leadership, influence, and organizational change.
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Change at Babson
WILLIAM F. GLAVIN

My association with change in graduate education
started in 1983 when I was vice chairman of Xerox.
The president of our U.S. field operations asked to
run a year-long test on operating our branches as il
they were countries in their own right. We had been
together in the international business and realized if
we could run the U.S. operations as countries, we
would have better results. The test was very success-
ful in four areas, and our president decided to launch
it nationwide. Within 4 months it was a total disaster
and had to be unwound. Because many of the man-
agers were MBA grads, we realized that the MBAs
were not coming out of school prepared to be com-
plete managers. At that time I was on the Wharton
Graduate and Overseers Board, where I had been
involved with advisory boards since 1970.

I organized having a foundation fund a study by
the school to focus on "the manager of the future."
After excellent work by some faculty members and
outside people, the report found that graduate
business education needed to change the first-year
program from individual disciplines to an inte-
grated classroom experience.

The concept was simply stated: to have four
modules, (1) how to start businesses, (2) how to
grow businesses, (3) how to grow mature busi-
nesses, and (4) how to buy and sell businesses. The
faculty members would integrate their disciplines
into these modules and only present that which
needed to be learned depending on what module
the class was studying.

The new concept was presented to the faculty
and received mixed reactions. Those who realized
that they were there to educate students embraced
the concept. The traditional research faculty took a
strong stand against the concept, eventually win-
ning the day and blocking any change.

From that time on I was convinced that some
graduate business school would eventually do
"what was right" for the students.

In 1989, I was invited to interview for the presi-
dency of Babson College. The search committee
had 14 people on it, and one was the graduate
school dean, Tom Moore. Tom had the same con-
cept that the Wharton study proposed, although
expressed in different words. At first I was not sure
I wanted to be a college president, but when I met
Tom I knew I should really try to get the job, be-
cause if anyone could make this integration idea

work it was Tom at Babson. I was fortunate to be
named president in the spring of 1989.

I learned about leading change early in my ca-
reer at IBM and later at Xerox. I was fortunate to
have many positions that required change for that
particular division to be successful. I made many
right decisions and many wrong ones along the
way, but as one of my bosses said when I was only
2 years out of graduate school, "he had made more
wrong decisions than anyone else his age, but that
was because he made more decisions." I always
remembered that and therefore was always will-
ing to take on difficult assignments.

That philosophy worked in the corporate world,
but I knew that making decisions was not what
would make change happen at an educational in-
stitution. Leadership there was different, as I
learned from my Wharton experience, and in my 11
years as a trustee and member of the academic
affairs committee at the College of the Holy Cross.

I learned patience, patience, and more patience
in dealing with faculty from the Holy Cross expe-
rience. We were trying to get distribution require-
ments into the school since they gave them up in
the early 70s. With the work of two faculty mem-
bers over 6 years and a lot of push from the trust-
ees, having required courses in certain disciplines
was finally achieved. The process was in motion
for the entire 6 years and done very well by the two
faculty, but not in the time frame that you could
expect to see in a business. Any company would
have lost its position in the market if it took that
long for a change to occur.

The lesson was a good one, and it helped me
decide that the best way to get change started at
Babson was not to say what was to change, but to
create a vehicle that would allow thoughts to be
mulled over within a structured environment. That
structure was the strategy plan (described above).

The lesson was a good one, and it helped
me decide that the best way to get
change started at Babson was not to say
what was to change, but to create a
vehicle that would allow thoughts to be
mulled over within a structured
environment.
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William F. Glavin
At the time of the case, Glavin was president of
Babson College (1989-1997), and formerly, vice
chairman of Xerox. Glavin is now retired.

My role in the process was to continually put
ideas on the table to be wrestled with. Some were
good ideas, and some were not, but over the 8-10
months the plan was being put together, many
people started to look at their world differently.
That was the beginning of change at Babson. It
created the atmosphere in which ideas would be
listened to—no matter how wild.

While I was in transition from Xerox, where I had
led the use of Total Quality Management (TQM) to
change Xerox into a much different company in the
80s, I gathered five of our best quality managers
together for a day to outline a program on how to
use TQM in an educational environment. We laid
out a very detailed program for implementation
that in the end was determined by all of the group
to be "perfect," but it would be unsuccessful. The
reason was that the change would come from the
top and that would not work in education. We mod-
ified the plan to have different people and groups
be exposed to TQM over 18-24 months and let it
"bubble up" from the bottom. The plan worked, and

Babson formed a quality office in academic year
1992-1993.

We laid out a very detailed program for
implementation that in the end was
determined by all of the group to be
"perfect." but it would be unsuccessful.

I bring this into the discussion of change at Bab-
son, because it was another major change that was
implemented with patience and slow exposure.
There were some faculty members who had al-
ready embraced TQM and created courses for un-
dergraduate and graduate students. They also had
a small group that met frequently to assist others
in learning and implementing TQM change (unfor-
tunately, without any current leadership the pro-
gram has died).

Once our long-range plan was in place (updated
every 18-24 months), we specified goals (to be ac-
complished in 5 years) and yearly success objec-
tives and criteria for most people in the adminis-
tration and the academic heads. This was our way
of being sure we had met the interim steps re-
quired to obtain the goals set out in the plan.

Tom Moore had specific objectives and defined
criteria for success that had to be met to move on to
the next phase of changing the graduate school.
With his leadership and the work of many faculty
and administration people, the objectives in each
phase were met on time, and we were able to move
to the next phase. We were also able to obtain
outside funding to go through each phase because
alums, companies, and foundations realized the
importance of the effort for the future of graduate
business education. The final stamp of approval
came when the Franklin W. Olin Foundation gave
us $15 million to build the new graduate school
building to the specs required to deliver the pro-
gram. They also gave Babson another $15 million
to endow the program.

When we were ready to publicly announce our
new curriculum, I felt I should discuss the program
with the dean of one of the three leading business
schools in the country. He was a friend of many
years, and I wanted him to be the first dean to hear
about this revolutionary change. After a total re-
view and detailed discussion he made a statement
that summed up how good the Babson faculty were
who had worked on the program: "It's great, and
just what we should do, but I could never get my
faculty to teach this program." I knew we had a
successful innovation coming.
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/ knew we had a successful innovation
coming.

As a result of these experiences, I have reached
several conclusions about transformational change:

• Change can be fun.
• Leadership is critical to major change (yes ac-

ademics can be led) and can be done in higher
education with proper planning and processes
in place.

• All parts of the institution have to be involved
in the change process.

• You need patience, resolve, and prodding at
the proper times.

• As success comes, many not wanting to change
for one reason or another finally realize the
satisfaction received by those involved. That is
why the graduate curriculum change was fol-
lowed shortly by just as important revolution-
ary change in the undergraduate business cur-
riculum.

• There is no end to change. It is forever evolv-
ing once you have good people in your insti-

tution who realize how important it is ior the
future.

• Change at Babson would not have happened
without a top management teom whose mem-
bers all understood the importance of what we
were doing to their and the college's future.
They were terrific and should iorever be proud
of their efforts.

• Many of my corporate colleagues asked me
what the difference was between academic
and corporate life and I have always said only
two things: (1) Patience. You need much more
patience in academic life (to which they re-
plied "that is not something you demonstrated
you had in corporate life"), and (2) Time. I
worked hard throughout my business career,
but never put in as many hours per week as I
did at Babson.

I will always be grateful that I was part of mak-
ing the most revolutionary change in graduate ed-
ucation in 30 years. I had many wonderful posi-
tions in my working life, but there is no question
what was the best—President of Babson College,
1989-1997.
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Transformational Change at Babson:
Before the First Shot was Fired

THOMAS E. MOORE
Babson College

After reading Allan Cohen's description of the ma-
jor transformation at Babson, I was struck by the
many perspectives on what made this journey a
successful one. Although I found the description of
the entire journey accurate and true to my recol-
lection, there are two aspects of the trip on which I
would like to add additional texture. The first is the
early phase of the curricular change process,
which could be described as unfreezing the status
quo, and the second is when to include and when
to exclude participants from the change process.
Before I begin describing my recollections of these
early days of preparing for change, I should state
that in hindsight, this process appears thoughtful
and premeditated. At the time, there were many
streams of activities taking place, some quite suc-
cessful, some complete failures. I am sure I will
remember only the successes as I describe those
early days.

UNFREEZING THE ENVIRONMENT

One of the most important steps in the first year
of the initiative was working to unfreeze the en-
vironment: Many of us had to convince ourselves
and our colleagues that change was actually
needed at Babson. When I arrived at Babson in
1987, that unfreezing process had already begun.
There were some early signals from the market-
place: Recruiters told us our students were only
average, that they were not highly differentiated
from the graduates of many other good regional
business schools. This came as quite a shock to
the Babson faculty, and certainly bruised egos.
The response was twofold: Some administrators
and governance board members believed that
the Babson brand wasn't strong enough to sup-
port a full-time MBA program. They suggested
we retreat from this program and offer only an
evening program. However, many of the more
aggressive and committed faculty members be-
lieved we needed to redouble our efforts to be-
come truly distinctive. I, of course, as the new
dean, was very supportive of those faculty who
thought that we "could do better."

This came as quite a shock to the Babson
faculty, and certainly bruised egos.

INCLUSION VERSUS EXCLUSION

In the early days of unfreezing the environment,
the key players were the faculty members of the
Graduate Program Review Board (GPRB). We be-
gan asking questions about why the recruiters felt
the way they did and why our graduates didn't
stand out in the marketplace. Through a series of
surveys, we found that the recruiters really offered
very little advice about what needed to change.
Our students were much clearer. They talked
about redundancy in the program: The same topics
were covered in economics, managerial account-
ing, and finance without reference to one another.
They talked about stovepipes of learning: Faculty
didn't talk to one another, and their functional
areas were unrelated.

To get a handle on this redundancy issue, we
developed a set of meetings where a faculty rep-
resentative from each of the 13 core courses would
present their course. This group was called the
"Gang of 13," and for the next year we had at least
13 meetings. At each meeting, a faculty member
would get up to present their core course, which
included talking about topics covered, what cases
and applications they use, what they hoped stu-
dents would be able to do when they completed the
course. The other members of the Gang of 13 would
listen to these presentations, ask questions for
clarification, often argue about the appropriate-
ness of the content, and fill out a worksheet which
would identify potential areas of integration with
their own course. Because we invited representa-
tives from each of the core courses to play a critical
role in the 13 meetings, this effort was a highly
inclusive event. A few things became quite clear
during this process. The first was that several fac-
ulty members were completely opposed to the no-
tion of integration as a driving force for the MBA.
They believed that disciplines ruled, and they
were actively and vocally opposed to the notion of
integration as an organizing principle. These folks
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were active resisters to any significant change,
rather than merely passive cynics.

They believed that disciplines ruled, and
they were actively and vocally opposed
to the notion of integration as an
organizing principle.

It was at this point that we made a critical deci-
sion: Although we had been inclusive with the
Gang of 13, we now decided to be exclusive. This
decision came not only from my observations, but
also from the key faculty champions of change.
Several of the faculty members who had demon-
strated their willingness to lead the change pro-
cess in the Gang of 13 meetings were absolutely
committed to keeping these naysayers out of the
next stage of the process. On several occasions,
key champions of change said that if I allowed

resistant faculty to be on the subcommittee, they
would refuse to participate in the next round of
change. They pointed out that these same faculty
had been stifling innovation and change for al-
most a decade before I arrived at Babson. The
process would suffer the same fate if we included
people who were opposed to change on the change
task force.

Therefore, our future task force for integration
included only those faculty members who em-
braced the notion of change. Those selected didn't
necessarily all agree on what change was needed,
but did agree that they were supporters of innova-
tion and change in the broadest context. This act of
becoming exclusive and not selecting resistant
faculty to participate in these future meetings cre-
ated quite a stir on the Babson campus. Some de-
partments felt that they were not being repre-
sented in this integrated effort, and several faculty
members felt ostracized. The price we paid for be-
ing exclusive was high. It created animosity be-
tween the task force and the curriculum committee,
with several departments actively resistant to our
change process. The reason the change process
continued as it did was we had the complete sup-
port of the president, Bill Glavin, and the vice pres-
ident of Academic Affairs, Allan Cohen, during this
very confrontational period.

The price we paid for being exclusive
was high. It created animosity between
ihe task force and the curriculum
committee, with several departments
actively resistant fo our change process.

This exclusive approach continued to cause us
pain as we moved through the process. Various
faculty stood on the sideline, attempting to scuttle
the change process. However, at the end of the day,
the curriculum and governance changes that fi-
nally emerged at Babson would not have emerged
if we had not been exclusive. First of all, the key
faculty leaders would have refused to lead change
and the shrill voices of the naysayers on the task
force would have ground our progress to a com-
plete standstill. Any change would have ended up
as modest improvements that would not have dif-
ferentiated Babson in the marketplace.

CONCLUSION

It is clear to me that the decision to be inclusive at
some points of the change process and exclusive at
others is a critical success factor. The question is,
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"When do you include and when do you exclude
those who could be considered legitimate repre-
sentatives?" I do not have the pat answer, al-
though I believe the catalyst of real change is
required to figure out when to do which. No one
model, either of complete inclusion or of exclusion
will work. It is a question of tight and loose, inclu-
sion and exclusion, and when to follow each pro-
cess that is the art of a successful change initia-
tive.

The consequences of excluding legitimate repre-
sentatives from the change process can be costly,
indeed. In the Babson process, many individuals
excluded from the design phase of the MBA curric-
ulum change are bitter to this day. When the sec-
ond and third rounds of curriculum change began
at Babson, excluded faculty were more aggres-
sively resistant and slowed down change quite
significantly.

There are, however, several steps that can be
taken to reduce the negative impact of excluding
change-resistant faculty. At Babson, once the final
design was completed, representatives of the task
force visited each department, presenting the new
curriculum and giving every faculty member the
opportunity to ask questions, challenge the

changes, and propose amendments. In addition to
these division meetings, the task force ran several
"open houses" to encourage an open-ended debate
on the merits of the proposed changes. These meet-
ings gave ample opportunity to those not in favor
of change to vent their frustrations and attempt to
win support for blocking the proposal.

There are, however, several steps that
can be taken to reduce the negative
impact of excluding change-resistant
iacuity.

In summary, the change process was very open
and inclusive when the unfreezing phase began,
but became decidedly exclusive when we selected
the task force that would initiate the actual pro-
gram design. Once the design was complete, the
process once again became inclusive as we rolled
out the proposed curriculum changes to the com-
munity. The inclusive process at the end of this
change process allowed us to overcome at least
some of the animosity created by the exclusive
design phase.
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Transforming Babson: Another Firing Line Heard From
STEPHEN A. ALLEN

Babson College

Allan Cohen's first-person rendering of the agony
and ecstasy of transforming Babson College into a
world-class business school is a tour de force. As
faculty director of Babson's first-year MBA curricu-
lum during its launch phase and first 3 years of
delivery, I was a fellow traveler. What follows are
my recollections, interpretations, and prognoses
regarding our decade-long experience with MBA
curriculum innovation.

PERSONAL DISCLOSURE

Allan has tried to be transparent about his back-
ground, values, and management style and how
they may color his interpretations of events. I
wish to do the same. My academic and consult-
ing career has focused on competitive strategies
and financial evaluation of strategic invest-
ments, corporate ventures, and mergers. I came
to Babson after stints at Harvard Business School
and IMD, where I was responsible for design and
management of several executive programs.
During my first decade at Babson I spent more
than half of my time helping build its presence in
executive education, the remainder teaching
courses on international business strategies. My
management style is close to a mirror image of
how Allan has described his—I am convinced
that one wins through attention to detail (without
micromanaging your team), discovery-driven
planning and control, and near-religious respect
for the time value of money (and the money value
of time). When I think of role models they tend to
be executive—Andy Grove of Intel (renaissance
man, only the paranoid survive}; GE's lack Welch
(stretch aspirations, run superb operating pro-
cesses); Merck CFO ludy Lewent (figured out how
to get practical mileage out of real options tech-
niques in a big firm); SUN's Scott McNealy (in-
credible ability to turn "wise-guy" phrases that
puncture preposterous claims and capture the
imagination). One final confession: I cannot bear
to sit in New England village-style faculty meet-
ings, in which the usual suspects make long,
tedious speeches regarding organizational deci-
sions for which they are not at personal risk and
about which they lack specific competence.

PROCESS AND CONTENT, MEANS AND ENDS

Allan portrays the Babson experience as an insti-
tutionwide organizational transformation, that is,
as significant change in governance and decision-
making processes and substantial faculty partici-
pation in and adaptation to those changes. It
surely was that, but it was also more.

This comes down to diverse perceptions of
means and ends. The planning processes initi-
ated by Tom Moore at the MBA level and then
schoolwide by Bill Glavin, and the decentralized
governance system were necessary conditions
for successful innovation. They laid critical pro-
cess and motivational foundations. Most impor-
tant, they gave sufficient discretion to teams like
mine to manage a complex new product design
project with a 15-month launch window in a way
that was little different from how it's done in the
business world. This was pretty revolutionary for
a college.

But . . . Our design team saw these foundations
as the means. For us, the end was to deliver one
of the world's most managerially relevant curric-
ula-— one that provided superior value to two
client groups: students and their prospective
employers. If we could do this, we could aspire to
parlaying the Babson MBA into a distinctive,
sustainable, top-10 business school brand. We
wanted to be identified as a school with a
world-class reputation, not a regional niche
player (which in some distant future could face
marginalization or even extinction). We recog-
nized the importance of process in managing
innovation, and we walked the talk on this. How-
ever, like most "engineers," it was the content
and its potential impact that we most strongly
valued.

One implication is that people invest in under-
takings of this sort for diverse motives. Allan was
turned on by organizational transformation, others
of us identified with the product, For me, one of the
marvelous things about the Babson experience
was that we found ways to harness these diverse
motives or identifications such that they more of-
ten leveraged rather than conflicted with one an-
other.
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COMPETENCIES

Although Allan's change formula provides a useful
means of organizing his data, it is missing one
vital ingredient: relevant competencies. To design
and deliver an innovative curriculum we needed
people who possessed a critical mass of three
types of competencies and related mindsets:

1. Several academic entrepreneurs. These are
faculty with broad-based business experience
who are able to design the architecture (and
subarchitectures) of the curriculum and sell
them to other faculty and students. They are
the equivalent of systems engineers.

2. Many more faculty with deep experience in
their own disciplines combined with experi-
ence and interest in crossing iunctional
boundaries—e.g.. marketing types who care
about financial outcomes, finance types who
understand strategy, etc. These people would
design core courses, but within architectural
design rules established and monitored by the
academic entrepreneurs.

3. Team members strongly concemed with man-
agerial relevance of what and how they pro-
posed to teach in their core courses.

My initial assessment was that we had mini-
mum critical mass of these competencies to suc-
ceed, but definitely no surplus. Generally, our peo-
ple developed these competencies from actual
business experience, working in "exec, ed." pro-
grams, or by supervising student consulting
projects. There was also a lot of "real-time" learn-
ing—from one another and by doing. Yet, although
these competencies are learnable, a project like
this, with a short launch target, could not have
succeeded solely on the basis of real-time learn-
ing. There simply would not have been enough
time.

With reference to the change formula, motiva-
tion to change is very important. But absent suffi-
cient competencies, it will result in building the
road to hell.

With reference to the change formula,
motivation to change is very important.
But absent sufficient competencies, it will
result in building the road to helL

MANAGING THE LAUNCH

My Job

In May 1992, Tom Moore offered me the faculty
director post. Following a weekend of soul search-
ing I accepted, subject to certain terms—that I had
final say on composition and organization of the
project team, that the team had full responsibility
and authority for content of the curriculum (subject
to provisions of the new governance process), and
that one criterion for team membership was an
individual's commitment to teach at least two iter-
ations of a core course in the curriculum he or she
had helped design. The terms were agreed, and, in
the event, these agreements were fully honored.

Project Organization

We created a modest hierarchy. Reporting to me
were four people serving as module heads and one
as head of the student-consulting component of the
program, who were responsible for design of the
subarchitectures of the curriculum and also sat on
an overall project steering committee with me. The
steering committee met weekly until we had
agreed themes, content charters, and key mile-
stones for each module. Thereafter we met monthly
for updates on progress, and any detailed project-
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module coordination occurred on a one-on-one ba-
sis between me and the module head. Our objec-
tive was to minimize meeting time at this level of
our organization.

Once charters were established, module heads
and their teams did the "heavy lifting" on course
design. Early on, I informed them that once design
rules and milestones were agreed, it was their
show to execute. They all did. In my recollection,
we only had two instances in which serious con-
flicts arose that the module heads were unable to
resolve on their own. In those cases Tom Moore
and I intervened and supported the module head
(because we were convinced of the merits of their
positions). Those, by the way, were the only times
I ever attended a module team meeting (other than
those for the module in which my role was to de-
sign the core strategy course).

After the first 2 months, much of my time was
spent outside the core design organization. Typi-
cally, my days were devoted to developing launch
staffing plans, presentations to the press (often
with Moore and Glavin), building bridges with
other key Babson stakeholders, developing post-
launch evaluation systems, and reviewing operat-
ing process plans with my MBA administration
counterpart, Joyce Tarabanovic. I saw my job at
this point as taking care of "externals," so that the
project team could focus on the creative side of the
work.

I hope these operating details convey the sort of
managerial style our 30-person organization devel-
oped. We required people to prepare short module
charters and commit to deadlines; then we dele-
gated and monitored. As we achieved our targets,
trust of one another and this process grew. In my
experience this sort of style is atypical in academic
settings, although it need not be. We believed our
curriculum should be managerially relevant, and
we ate our own dog food when it came to manag-
ing our efforts.

The Power of Phrases, Imagery, and Shared
References

The greatest sources of potential conflict centered
on decisions about what content should be covered
in the first year of the MBA and how it should be
framed. I never cease to be amazed at how power-
ful shared imagery, phrases, and reference points
(shared meaning) can be in managing decision-
making processes. Here are some examples:

• We agreed that the first year should contain
only "what every manager needs to know." Not
what all production or marketing managers

need to know, all managers. The rest belonged
in second-year electlves. Above all, never jus-
tify design of a core course based on its ability
to provide a full survey oi the body of knowl-
edge in your discipline. Select what every
manager needs to know about your field.

We agreed that the first year should
contain only "what every manager
needs to know."

• Conflict resolution takes time, but time pres-
sure also helps resolve conflicts. Early on, we
told the press that we had "burned the vil-
lage"—all prior courses were demolished and
new ones were under construction. Whenever
timetables started to slip, we reminded one
another that countdown was at week X and
that it takes at least X weeks to construct an
adequate, say. marketing hut for you and your
students. So. get with it.

Early on, we told the press that we had
"burned the village,"

• Name your core course according to its in-
tended learning outcome and relevance to
managers. Thus, financial accounting became
"Financial Impact of Business Decisions," soon
shorthanded by students as FIBDA. Strategy (or
business policy) became "Competitive Strat-
egy and Competitor Assessment" (CSCA).
There was more to this than word games. The
titling demanded that designers focus and
think about practical learning outcomes.

• We also sought to get faculty designers to think
about client-centered approaches to delivery
by reading articles about adult learning and
cognitive psychology. Several of us visited Xe-
rox's Palo Alto Research Center to get views of
their psychologists and anthropologists on
how people learn (individually and in groups).

FROM LAUNCH TO STABILIZED DESIGN

We launched on time and with few hanging wires.
Student evaluations, conducted by external con-
sultants, indicated that in the first offering we were
roughly 80% effective relative to learning outcomes
we had targeted.

We launched on time and with few
hanging wires.

Over the next few years this detailed monitoring
of client reactions continued. I condensed findings
into "annual reports" for Moore and the graduate
decision-making board. More important, these re-
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suits were reviewed in detail by our project steer-
ing group and by each module faculty team. Based
on these reviews, annual continuous improvement
plans were drawn up and presented to the gradu-
ate dean.

In recent years this review and planning process
has become much less detailed and systematic. I
think this is a mistake. It removes a powerful ex-
ercise for self-critique and continuous (vs. occa-
sional) improvement.

SUSTAINABILITY

So, do these self-confessed innovators at Babson
have any problems? I think there is one fundamen-
tal one; A majority of people here have signifi-
cantly underestimated what it takes—in terms of
money, staffing, and processes—to sustain over
the long haul the kinds of innovations we have
undertaken. The following are some of the chal-
lenges with which we are grappling:

• Many of the faculty who launched the first-year
MBA curriculum have moved on to other as-
signments, and no explicit process was put in
place for managing changing of the guard.
This has resulted in marginal "restovepiping"
within the curriculum. No major reversion, but
movement in the wrong direction. Also, once an
integrated design is in place, incremental im-
provement becomes more difficult without
clear processes for driving it. We're suffering
irom entropy at the margins.

• 10 years later, we are still debating how to
design and manage a second-year MBA expe-
rience which is equally distinctive and power-
ful as the first year. We're well along with
finance career tracks. However, other career
tracks—particularly interdisciplinary ones—
have a lot of work ahead of them. One imped-

iment to progress is lack of enough faculty
champions. Shame on us; We did not close the
loops on the entire MBA makeover in a timely
fashion.
Our schoolwide reservoir of innovation compe-
tencies has grown substantially since launch
of the first-year MBA curriculum. Unfortu-
nately, we have initiated new curricula at an
even faster pace—custom masters programs
for Lucent and Intel, radical redesign of the
undergrad program (which was much more
complex an undertaking than the MBA initia-
tive), and several experiments in upgrading
the evening MBA experience. Multiple, simul-
taneous initiatives sound great in concept;
however, we have a lot of less-than-fully baked
cakes around this place.

Multiple, simultaneous initiatives sound
great in concept: however, we have a lot
of iess-than-fuUy baked cakes around
this place.

• The school has substantially increased fund-
ing of faculty research in recent years, and this
is vital to further anchoring the Babson brand
and attracting new talent. However, heavy
teaching loads and the need to assign some of
our strongest faculty to program management
roles makes it difficult to get sufficient traction
on this effort. We have a long way to go in
defining ourselves as an institution capable of
outstanding teaching and research.

We face two potential futures: Either we put these
challenges to rest within a reasonable time frame,
or we go down in history books as a great example
of the Camelot effect. We've proven that we can
initiate innovations, but can we sustain them?
Stay tuned. It ain't over 'til it's over.
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Transformational Change at Babson College:
A View From the Outside

lOSEPH P. ZOLNER
Harvard University

To make my position clear from the outset, I com-
pletely concur with Allan Cohen's assertion that
Babson College is a fundamentally different {and
significantly better) place now than it was just a
decade ago. In my view, the degree of innovation
achieved by the institution makes the Babson story
one of the most compelling examples of transforma-
tional change that I have witnessed in higher edu-
cation. Before I explain why, however, a few caveats
and clarifications are in order.

I do not now, nor have I ever, worked at Babson. My
interest in the college emanates from the perspective
of researcher and chronicler of successful higher ed-
ucation change processes. I began documenting
Babson's curriculum change efforts in 1993 as part of
a required qualitative research course in the higher
education doctoral program at the Harvard Graduate
School of Education. What started as an end-of-
semester research project ultimately ended with a
full-blown doctoral dissertation that described and
analyzed the Babson MBA curriculum change pro-
cess from 1986 through 1993 (the year the college's
fully integrated core curriculum was first delivered
to full-time MBA students). My interest in the go-
ings-on at Babson, however, did not end with confer-
ral of my doctoral degree. Currently, as director of
the Harvard Institutes for Higher Education (HIHE), I
oversee and teach in several executive education
programs delivered to a broad spectrum of higher
education administrators. Aided by my knowledge of
Babson's experience with innovation and change, I
wrote a 21-page case study in 1999 describing the
college's MBA curriculum reform process. I now rou-
tinely use this case study (and a subsequently devel-
oped Babson "B" case) for instructional purposes in
multiple HIHE leadership institutes.

In short, I may be an ideal "participant-observer"
of Babson and its trials, tribulations, successes, and
failures when a new MBA curriculum was imple-
mented and a once-staid institution began to trans-
form itself. Because I have been "in" but not "of" the
college over the past 9+ years, I believe my obser-
vations provide a useful outsider perspective to sup-
plement the views of several in-house change agents
and their first-person stories of events and activities.

Prompted by my reading of Allan's "firing line"

account, I offer some thoughts here that I consider
key highlights of the Babson transformation pro-
cess. In most critical respects, my analysis of cam-
pus events squares with Allan's portrayal. In some
instances, however, my view of college activities
and the motivations behind them differs somewhat
from Allan's rendition.

EXTERNAL FORCES HELP DRIVE INTERNAL
CHANGES

My reading of events at Babson squares entirely with
Allan's assertion that "bringing the outside world
inside is a potent driver of readiness [for change]" (p.
165, this issue). At several critical junctures, the Bab-
son change process used external data, outside
points of view, and other non-campus-based "forces"
to trigger internal conversations that ultimately es-
tablished a rationale and need for change. Early on,
for example, a critical report from employers of Bab-
son graduates alerted both faculty members and ad-
ministrators that something appeared to be "wrong"
with their current product. Later, the AACSB-commis-
sioned Porter-McKibbin study amounted to a "call to
arms" from an important external constituency that
condemned business school complacency on curric-
ular matters.

Babson's central change agents thoughtfully used
these findings as "grist" for their own internal re-
form-oriented discussions. Throughout the process,
market studies and analyses from assorted extemal
stakeholder groups (employers, alumni, prospective
students, and the like) helped raise eyebrows, draw
attention, and focus discussion on the need to find
new solutions to recurring institutional problems.

Interestingly, external forces appeared to be less
dominant in later phases of the curriculum reform
process (when faculty were hammering out the
exact contours of the program). In fact, external
involvement might have been a real disruption to
the time- and labor-intensive work of building a
new, zero-base MBA curriculum. The important
point, however, is that Babson's change architects
used external forces to raise important questions
about the appropriateness of maintaining the sta-
tus quo. In effect, outside forces were orchestrated
in ways that increased the "D" value {dissatisfac-
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tion with the status quo) in Allan's change formula.
Recognition of a need for change must precede
attempts to define the specifics of change. External
forces proved very helpful to Babson in this regard.

The important point, however, is that
Babson's change architects used external
forces to raise important questions about
the appropriateness of maintaining the
status quo.

change in ways that make a return to the status
quo more difficult. As Allan aptly noted, examples
of this phenomenon abound in the Babson story.

The new DMB-based governance model that
emerged in the midst of curriculum change activities
was perhaps the most striking example of structural
change that institutionalized new ways of interacting
and transacting institutional business.^ Creation of
several new administrative positions and organiza-
tional entities (faculty coordinators, module coordina-
tors, implementation task force members, and the like)
to oversee specific aspects of the emerging MBA cur-
riculum was another structural intervention that both
sanctioned and helped institutionalize new roles and
responsibilities for designated curriculctr change
"champions." Although the formal "Guideprof" system
was ultimately abandoned, institutional attention to
changing the faculty loading, hiring, tenure, and pro-
motion policies was another important structural rein-
forcement that signaled Babson really was serious
about fostering change. This institutional commitment
was further reinforced when, in the midst of curriculum
change activities, a junior faculty member who had
been one of the central architects of reform efforts was
tenured. If effective change agents must first "unfreeze"
the status quo in order to invite innovation and change,
structural interventions represent an important way to
"refreeze" institutional practices and norms in ways
that help codify new initiatives and reinforce genuine
support for innovation.

WHAT REALLY DRIVES CHANGE—A
COMPELLING VISION OR CONSISTENT AND
THOUGHTFUL USE OF IDEA CHAMPIONS?

The presence of a compelling vision of the future is
a central component of Allan's planned change
formula. Based on my analysis of events at Babson,
however, I question the extent to which an inspir-
ing vision for curriculum change was present at
the college until very late in the process.

When hired, Tom Moore (generally acknowledged
as the primary hands-on architect of the change pro-
cess) said there was little clarity, much less unanim-
ity, in terms of a vision for the Babson MBA curricu-
lum of the future. Tom reported that his early days at
the college were filled with feelings of uncertainty

CHANGE IS INSTITUTIONALIZED THROUGH
STRUCTURAL FOLLOW-UP

Once a need for change is established and a new
program or process is implemented, an institution
can easily "backslide" into old habits if reinforcing
structural arrangements are not put in place. In
effect, new structures "cement" the results of

Whenever I teach the Babson case in Harvard's executive edu-
cation programs for higher education administrators, 1 make sure
lo note that it was only 9 months from the point that Babson first
decided to consider changes to its governance system to the meet-
ing when faculty approved a radically diiierent governance
model. After hearing this, I recall one dean blurting out in class,
"Are we in Oz?" I immediately replied: "See, miracles really can
happen if you manage change properly!"
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about what was expected of him and the MBA pro-
gram. As the reform process began in earnest with
creation of a working team of instructors from all
MBA core courses, the overriding "vision" was iden-
tified as eliminating content redundancy in required
MBA courses. Later, an interest in course infegrafion
{although, at first, no one had a clear and useful
definition of this term) emerged from a series of con-
versations and market analyses. Still later, interest
surfaced in establishing program "modules" of vary-
ing length that did not conform to Babson's tradi-
tional academic calendar. It then took more time to
operationally define just what a module entailed—
content, pedagogy, resource support, and similar is-
sues all had to be hammered out. After considerable
(and, at times, meandering) discussion, consensus
emerged to adopt a "zero-based" approach to curric-
ulum planning—a key process innovation that
opened the door to a series of fundamental changes
that would ultimately distinguish the college's new
MBA curriculum.

Contrary to Allan's sense that Babson managed to
"formulate a vision that moves many people and in-
spires the willingness to invest themselves in doing
what the organization needs," I view the Babson pro-
cess as being more evolutionary, iterative, and trial-
and-error in nature. Large groups of people were not
inspired to take up the cause of change through "buy-
ing in" to a compelling vision. Instead, I saw a small
cadre of carefully selected and thoughtfully nurtured
change champions begin a conversation that, at the
outset at least, was ambiguous and ill defined. What I
believe kept things going was the steadfast commit-
ment of a select number of "idea champions" that Tom
Moore identified and continued to support. If anything,
it appeared to me that {in the early-to-mid stages of the
process, at least) perseverance and "stick-to-itiveness"
were the primary factors driving change, not a clear
vision of the future or a thoughtful articulation of path-
ways or procedures to achieve it. Ultimately, this per-
sistence among idea champions produced a shared
vision (and uniform commitment) to create a very dis-
tinctive and very different curriculum. In my view, the
careful identification and appropriate care and feeding
of idea champions committed to doing things differ-
ently (even if, early on, they did not have a clear sense
of the particulars of the ultimate goal to which they
aspired) plcryed a more central role in the ultimate
success of the Babson process than Allan's analysis
seems to acknowledge.

WHAT IS THE "IDEAL" ROLE FOR SENIOR
LEADERSHIP IN FOSTERING CHANGE?

In many key respects, the Babson MBA curriculum
change process was a classic "bottom-up" reform

effort, with several key faculty champions and
midlevel administrators investing considerable time
and energy to create and implement an entirely re-
constituted academic program. Is that the optimal
(perhaps only) way for change to occur in higher
education, where norms of collaboration, collegial-
ity, and shared governance are strongly established
and fervently maintained? What is the ideal role for
senior leaders (trustees, the president, and the pres-
ident's senior leadership team, or "cabinet") to play
when fostering institutional innovation?

Allan's portrayal of events at Babson suggests
that, at a minimum, senior leadership exerted a
steady influence on the change process that, at
times, may have even become overly meddlesome
{witness the Bill Glavin napkin story). In the main,
however, Allan's description reflects a president
and academic vice president who are very much
on top of the process, monitoring progress, signal-
ing their support, providing honest performance
evaluation, and receiving upward feedback.

My take on the role of senior management in this
process differs from this representation. If I can rea-
sonably summarize Allan's view of the role of the
president and vice president as "constantly atten-
tive" to the unfolding change process, I would in-
stead describe their actions, based on reports ob-
tained from on-campus participants, as being
"selectively intrusive." Senior leadership appeared
to provide very concerted {and directive) influence at
a few discrete points in the change process. Bill
Glavin, for example, made what most campus ob-
servers considered a unilateral decision shortly after
his arrival, launching an elaborate campuswide
strategic planning process {an effort that, among
other things, focused institutional attention on the
inadequacies of Babson's governance system). Then
just 4 months later as he received preliminary reports
from several strategic planning task forces, he uni-
laterally decided to create a new governance task
force (a step that would ultimately yield sweeping
governance system changes in record time). At an-
other particularly critical point, the academic vice
president made a controversial decision to approve
release-time resources for faculty involved in curric-
ular-change planning.

// / can reasonably summarize Allan's
view of the role of the president and vice
president as "constantly attentive" to the
uniolding change process, I would instead
describe their actions, based on reports
obtained from on-campus participants,
as being "selectively intrusive."
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When these kinds of executive actions were
taken, I suspect that the Babson change process
felt like anything but a "bottom-up" affair for those
directly involved. At the same time, however, when
reflecting on the entire, multiyear process, campus
participants did not view senior leadership's role
as being overly involved, prescriptive, or perva-
sive. Tom Moore captured this perspective nicely
when summarizing Allan's role during the process:
"Allan was supportive in the broadest terms, but
he was never a player in the actual design of the
program. I saw him as a cheerleader. He had a
critical role but it was a 30,000 feet kind of role."
Although the president and academic vice presi-
dent closely monitored the process and routinely
obtained feedback from key participants, they also
resisted becoming involved directly as long as
things were moving in a direction they supported.

I believe there are important lessons here for as-
piring change agents operating at senior levels of
academic administration. The Babson story suggests
that change is not the by-product of overt and "tight"
management by the upper echelons of the institu-
tional hierarchy. Most of the time, at Babson, execu-
tive leadership played a "behind-the-scenes" role. At
key points, however, senior leaders unapologetically
(and forcefully) took steps that they felt necessary to
keep change moving and maintain the commitment
of key idea champions.

The Babson story suggests that change is
not the by-product of overt and "tight"
management by the upper echelons of
the institutional hierarchy. Most of the
time, at Babson, executive leadership
played a "behind-the-scenes" role. At key
points, however, senior leaders
unapologeticaliy (and forcefully) took
steps that they felt necessary to keep
change moving and maintain the
commitment of key idea champions.

CONCLUSION

There is much to learn from the Babson experience,
and the insights offered here only begin to scratch
the surface. When all is said and done, however,
one point is unmistakably clear—the effective im-
plementation of change is, ultimately, a "people
business." Several key skills are necessary for suc-
cess in this domain:

• Understanding the rational and predictable
reasons people will resist change.

• Having an instinctive sense of the relevant
"currencies" (as Allan has described them)
needed to facilitate change.

• Knowing when "enough" consensus (though
probably not unanimity) has been achieved to
move a process forward.

• Appreciating that there are multiple forms of
reward and recognition (most oi them nonli-
nancial) that can be used to motivate and sus-
tain individual idea champions.

• Demonstrating an ability to reflect on one's
own leadership actions, to remain open to con-
structive criticism about those actions, and to
adjust one's approach based on such feedback.

Just as Tip O'Neill once noted that "all politics are
local," it may also be true that "all change is local"
and must acknowledge the particular individuals
and distinctive circumstances within which
change must occur. It is in this context that I will
always remember the reflections of a Babson fac-
ulty member and administrator when asked to
identify the single most important insights they
gained from the Babson change process: "Curricu-
lum change isn't the hard part of a process like
this," noted the faculty member. "It's faculty
change. That was the toughest part of doing whaf
we did at Babson." The administrator acknowl-
edged a significant by-product that can accom-
pany major institutional transformation efforts:
"Even ten years after our new program was intro-
duced, there are still some people who resent what
happened."






